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※ OMR답안지에 반드시 컴퓨터용 수성사인펜을 사용하여 마킹하시기 바랍니다.

※ 다음 문장을 읽고 각각의 빈칸에 가장 적절한 것을 고르시오. (1~9번)

1. The amenities provided to guests may include such things as the availability 

of a gym or swimming pool, and _____ meals. (1.5점)

① acclaimed  ② complimentary  ③ affordable  ④ complementary  ⑤ charged

2. The first section _____ out the main points which will be covered in this 

essay. (2점)

① omits      ② touches     ③ bases      ④ sets      ⑤ sums

3. We were delighted when we saw how many people had _____ out for the 

meeting. (2점)

① turned      ② stood      ③ taken     ④ walked     ⑤ shown

4. It will brighten _____ in the north of England tomorrow morning, but the sun 

won't last long. (1.5점)

① off       ② over       ③ up       ④ out      ⑤ away

5. Please could you _____ up these onions for me? (2점) 

① chop      ② clog        ③ turn      ④ divide    ⑤ show 

6. We require someone who is ______ the challenge. (1.5점)

① over      ② above      ③ up to      ④ higher than      ⑤ to

7. I am pleased to bring to your notice a new company _______ that gives 

loyal employees the possibility of earning paid winter vacations. (1.5점)

① office    ② initiative    ③ prestige    ④ adventure    ⑤ drawback

8. The University’s Independent Study online and correspondence courses offer 

you the flexibility to ________ your educational goals without giving up your 

life. (2점)

① reach      ② take      ③ give      ④ defy      ⑤ ditch 

9. The president first became _________ in politics as a student. (1.1점) 

① aware     ② involved      ③ enthusiastic     ④ keen     ⑤ concerned

※ 아래의 문장들에서 Ⓐ, Ⓑ 또는 Ⓒ의 각각 빈칸에 들어갈 단어 또는 단어의 짝으로 

가장 적절한 것을 고르시오. (10~12번)

10. When applying for a job, it is important to know about any company that 

invites you to an interview. By researching a company, you will be more 

Ⓐ          and interact more positively at the actual interview and are, 

therefore, more likely to be recruited. To be a successful Ⓑ          , you 

should practice. (2.5점)

① Ⓐ confidential – Ⓑ interviewer       ② Ⓐ confiding – Ⓑ petitioner

③ Ⓐ confident – Ⓑ candidate           ④ Ⓐ confidence – Ⓑ employee

⑤ Ⓐ confided – Ⓑ correspondent

11. I wanted to do away Ⓐ_________ taxes for the poorest members of society 

and to clamp Ⓑ________ on rich people who were attempting to avoid paying 

tax. (2.5점)                      

① Ⓐ to – Ⓑ for         ② Ⓐ in - Ⓑ down     ③ Ⓐ with - Ⓑ down

④ Ⓐ with – Ⓑ away     ⑤ Ⓐ out – Ⓑ by 

12. Our hotel group has a reputation Ⓐ____ being good at looking after our 

customers, and I am very sorry that your experiences of our service did not 

confirm this. I intend to deal Ⓑ______ the staff member appropriately and I will 

ensure that she does not repeat this behavior. I would like to assure you that 

the behavior you encountered is not typical Ⓒ____ our staff. (3.3점) 

    Ⓐ    Ⓑ    Ⓒ
①  of - up  –  to  

②  to - off –  for  

③  by – with – on 

④  for - with - of   

⑤  from - in - about 

※ 다음을 읽고 틀린 곳을 고르시오. (13~23번)

13. A course ①can be finished in a minimum of two weeks ②per module and 

③must be finished in a maximum of four weeks. For example, if your course 

has three modules you ④must be remained in it ⑤for a minimum of six weeks 

and a maximum of twelve weeks. (2.5점)

14. Can you ①pick up some shopping ②on your way home? I want ③some of 

those ④bread rolls ⑤what we had last week. (1.5점)   

15. Women in the 25 to 44 age group work almost ①as many hours inside the 

home as outside, and there is only ②a slight difference in the 45 to 64 age 

group. However, men work ③on average ④three times ⑤long outside the 

home than inside. (2.9점) 

16. You ①need to make sure that you know ②whether your instructors are on 

vacation ③at any stage during your enrolment, ④as this ⑤could be affected 

the return of assignments, exams and final grades. (1.1점)

17. At local company Angleside, ①up to 150 employees ②will lose their jobs. 

Daniel West, the Managing Director, announced they ③will be offering early 

retirement and ④hoped ⑤to cover the job losses in this way. (2점)

18. Getting consumers ①to change brands may involve ②to develop packaging 

that ③does stimulate systematic processing and thus ④encourages consumers 

⑤to challenge their usual choice of product. (2.5점)

19. My favorite place is ①the town I ②grew up in. It has a ③beautiful ancient 

castle and lots of historical old buildings. The streets are ④narrow winding, 

and there are ⑤lots of good shops. (2.5점)

    

20. Our awareness of food quality ①has changed recently with more people   

②buying organic food and eggs and meat ③produced from animals that live in 

natural, comfortable conditions. Since 1980 the quantity of food ④growing 

organically in Korea ⑤has risen steadily. (2.9점)  

21. ①Despite the ideas behind ②banning smoking in public places are good, an 

alternative approach ③needs to be taken. Schools ④should lead the way in 

discussing the harmful effects of smoking ⑤on the smokers. (1.1점) 

22. If we ①adopted these measures, I believe fewer people ②would take up 

smoking as a result. ③To some extent these things are already happening.   

④And further efforts ⑤are needed. (2점)

23. Some people ①seem to think it is just ②a matter of locking ③all the 

doors which is fine ④as long as there are no nasty storms ⑤while you are 

away. (2.9점) 

※ 다음 글을 읽고 빈칸에 가장 알맞은 것을 고르시오. (24~33번)  

24-25. Dale Carnegie became one of the best-selling authors of all time, but 

he didn’t start out with that ___24___ in mind. When he graduated from college, 

he went to New York City in the hope of becoming an actor. To support 

himself, he began teaching a communications course for adults. 

     Carnegie quickly determined that his students’ greatest needs were in 

“the ability to express ideas, to assume leadership, and to arouse enthusiasm 

among people.” To help his students develop these abilities, he studied the 

lives of successful people, ___25___ the principles and strategies they followed, 

and used their stories as teaching materials. 

24. ① schedule    ② goal    ③ allusion    ④ tendency    ⑤ attitude (1.1점)

25. ① exploded  ② expressed  ③ identified  ④ named  ⑤ assembled (2.5점)

26. An elderly man believed that his wife was losing her hearing, so he went 

to a doctor for advice. The doctor wanted to know how bad the problem was, 

so he told the man, “Ask her a question from 10 feet away and then keep 

moving forward until she answers.” When the man went home, he stood 10 

feet behind his wife as she was cooking dinner and asked, “What are you 

making?” He repeated this again at seven and five feet, but she gave no sign 

of having heard him. When he was only three feet away, he asked the 

question again. _____, she spun around. With a somewhat irritated expression, 

she replied, “Like I’ve said four times already, Max, I’m making a casserole!” 

(1.1점) 

① Rather     ② Finally     ③ Slowly     ④ In fact    ⑤ All in all  

 

27. There is an inherent randomness when gauging how much one should be 

punished for a particular crime; in fact, it’s no exaggeration to say that it’s 

downright illogical at times. Who says stealing a car is deserving of more time 

behind bars than assaulting someone? why does home invasion warrant a 

minimum sentence of a decade in prison, while kidnapping someone means only 

serving a year? The _____ nature of the penal system is one that will never be 

perfectly resolved, but that doesn’t mean people should stop trying to improve 

it. The system is constantly evolving, and laws and rulings can― and should―be 

addressed and amended if necessary. (3.8점)

① deliberate     ② arbitrary     ③ evident     ④ correct     ⑤ stringent 



28. Yellow fever is believed to have been brought to Central America from 

Africa on slave ships in the late sixteenth century. No fewer than ninety 

epidemics hit the United States between then and 1900, one in 1793 killing 10 

percent of the population of Philadelphia. Napoleon reportedly sold the 

Louisiana Territory to the United States because the disease _______ 90 

percent of the forces he had stationed there. (3.8점) 

① eliminated    ② challenged    ③ infected    ④ eradicated    ⑤ claimed

29-30. As psychologist Carol Tavris considered all the books and tapes 

claiming there are profound differences between the sexes, she wondered; 

How accurate are such descriptions? What research are they based on? Are 

they developing genuine understanding? Is it possible that they are 

perpetuating or, worse, inventing ___29___ ? 

     Her wondering led her to investigate and, eventually, to present her 

findings in a book entitled The Mismeasure of Woman. One finding was that 

the variation in mathematical ability between individual women (or individual 

men) is greater than the variation between women in general and men in 

general. The same is true of ___30___ ability. This finding explodes the 

common notion that men are more talented in math and women are more 

talented in language. 

29. ① legends  ② hypotheses  ③ assumptions  ④ myths  ⑤ factions (3.3점)

30. ① actual   ② verbal   ③ physical   ④ metaphysical   ⑤ spiritual (3.3점) 

31-32. Orwell, one of finest prose writers of the twentieth century, is best 

known for his novels Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four. In “Politics and 

the English Language,” his most famous essay, he showed how bloated, 

lifeless expression __31__ the mind and leaves us vulnerable to manipulation. 

He also offered several ___32___ rules for avoiding such language.

31. ① numbs    ② wakes    ③ jolts    ④ encourages    ⑤ enhances (3.8점) 

32. ① unhistorical   ② transient  ③ contingent  ④ urgent  ⑤ timeless (2.9점)

33. Imagine how difficult would be to use a library if there were no system 

for shelving the books. If you wanted a particular book, you’d have no idea 

how to find it. It might be on the top shelf of aisle one, the bottom shelf of 

aisle forty, or anywhere in between. The larger the library, the more difficult 

it would be to use. A large university library would be virtually _______ to use. 

(2.9점) 

① portable    ② impossible    ③ plausible    ④ feasible    ⑤ unnecessary 

※ 다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오. 

     In 1328, the Black Death took hold of Europe and did not let go for the 

next twenty years. As hundreds of millions succumbed to it and the medical 

community had no effective treatment, people began experimenting with odd 

techniques in a desperate attempt to stave off the pandemic. Some believed 

that pleasant odors could block the sickness, so they carried around 

sweet-smelling flowers or herbs. 

     But the only effect this had was to make a person smell nice for a time. 

A less enjoyable practice that a few opted for was to live in a sewer because 

it was thought that the air underground had not been contaminated by the 

disease. Naturally, it did nothing for the poor people who decided to go under; 

in fact, it only caused them to come down with more diseases due to the 

unsanitary conditions.  

34. 윗글의 주제로 가장 적절한 것을 고르시오. (3.8점) 

① The history and development of European medicine practices

② Why medical treatment for the Black Death did not work

③ Health-related myths believed by people in the 1300s

④ The unbelievable miracle of the Black Death 

⑤ Unusual remedies used in attempting to cure the Black Death 

Touted as the perfect cure for many developing nations’ poor economies, 

ecotourism has the potential to cause a great deal of damage. While the 

concept of travelling places where nature is kept unspoiled may strike many 

people ― especially Westerns ― as exotic or appealing, there is the question 

of how long it will be kept that way once tourists start to arrive. How can the 

environment be maintained when tourists inevitably come with a development 

agenda? Furthermore, it is very unlikely that indigenous cultures can sustain 

their traditional ways of life in the face of tourist dollars that give them 

access to an appealing new world.

35. 윗글의 종류로 가장 적당한 것을 고르시오. (3.8점) 

① description    ② allegation    ③ anecdote    ④ testimony    ⑤ critique

All of us want to be happier, but we don’t always know how. Although there 

isn’t a single formula to achieve this, there are some methods that seem to do 

the trick. Actively trying to be happy is a good way to start.

Smile even when you’re feeling blue and you’ll notice that you begin to feel 

better. And did you know that money can buy happiness, but only if

you spend it on others? Altruism and charity are guaranteed to boost your 

levels of contentment. In our tech-infused world, it’s also crucial to unplug

now and again; remember, your cell phones and computers have “off” buttons. 

Most of all, learn to let go once in a while. Those with an overly regimented 

lifestyle have little chance to experience the pleasures to be had from 

spontaneity and indulgence. 

36. 윗글을 토대로 아래 빈칸에 가장 알맞은 것을 고르시오. (2.9점) 

A tactic to become happy that is NOT mentioned in the passage is  

____________.

① buying things for people       ② donating for the poor  

③ smiling on purpose             ④ changing your surroundings     

⑤ letting go

The Modern Art Museum had its grand opening yesterday. While the exhibits 

inside were impressive, the real gem of the museum is the building itself. It is 

considered a work of art, designed by award-winning Hans Becker from 

Germany. No one can deny its aesthetic beauty, but what most don’t know is 

that 45 percent of the building is made from recycled materials. Becker is part 

of a growing group of designers who appreciate discarded goods. While it does 

serve to conserve the environment, Becker says he reuses materials for more 

selfish reasons. “There is a wealth of inspiration that comes from digging 

through old things,” he revealed, proving that ______________________.

37. 윗글의 밑줄 친 부분에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 문장을 고르시오. (3.3점)

① two wrongs don't make a right 

② all that glitters is not gold

③ one swallow can’t bring the spring

④ good things come to those who wait 

⑤ one man’s trash is another man’s treasure

With young talent being such a valuable commodity in the entertainment 

industry, there is no shortage of kids lining up for auditions, in the hopes of 

becoming stars. But being so young, these children are apt to head down the 

wrong path if they don’t have a firm hand to guide them. The young star of 

the movie Too Many Days proved this by making head-lines recently when he 

was jailed for drunk driving. While the public was quick to criticize him for 

throwing away his career, Penny Graham felt only sympathy for the poor boy. 

“Whether or not you make it in this business really depends on who watches 

over you,” says the former child star. “The guardians of child actors play a 

crucial role. When you get rich and famous that young, it’s easy to lose 

control. They’re the ones that need to set boundaries and let you know when 

to stop.”

38. 윗글을 토대로 아래 빈칸에 가장 알맞은 것을 고르시오. (3.8점)

The article suggests that the guardians of child actors should establish 

__________.

① itineraries     ② goals     ③ demands     ④ limits     ⑤ privileges 

The Japanese Giant Hornet is one of the largest species of hornets in the 

world; adults can be more than four centimeters in length. These huge 

specimens are not known to be particularly vicious, but the sheer size of each 

hornet means that its sting can inject a fairly large dose of venom, which can 

be _______ even for those who are not allergic. In fact, thirty to forty fatalities 

occur every year in Japan due to this flying giant, which makes it the most 

dangerous animal in the country.

39. 윗글의 밑줄 친 부분에 가장 알맞은 것을 고르시오. (3.3점) 

① lethal      ② benign      ③ vigorous      ④ dormant      ⑤ healthy

Rare earth elements are chemical elements that are composed of a group of 

seventeen metallic substances. These elements have been in high demand 

lately because they are needed to produce many modern-day electronics. This 

has unsurprisingly allowed China, where 95 percent of the world’s supply 

exists, to control the export market. Recently, there have been concerns 

regarding the limited amount and expense of these elements, making it 

necessary to look for new sources in other countries. Until other deposits or 

equivalent substitutes can be found, electronics manufacturers will have to 

continue using rare earth metals in small amounts.

40. 윗글의 제목으로 가장 적절한 것을 고르시오. (3.3점) 

① The Response to China’s Monopoly on Rare Earth Metals

② The Growing Demand and Restricted Supply of Rare Earth Elements

③ Alternatives to Rare Earth Elements in Electronics Devices

④ The Necessity of Finding Rare Earth Elements  

⑤ The Influence of Rare Earth Elements on the Technological Market


